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ABSTRACT

Taxi demand prediction has recently attracted increasing re-

search interest due to its huge potential application in large-

scale intelligent transportation systems. However, most of

the previous methods only considered the taxi demand pre-

diction in origin regions, while ignoring the modeling of the

specific situation of the destination passengers. In this pa-

per, we present a more challenging task, called taxi origin-

destination demand prediction, which aims at predicting the

taxi demand between all origin-destination (OD) pairs in a

future time interval. Its main challenges lie in how to effec-

tively capture the diverse contextual information to learn the

demand patterns. We address this problem with a novel Con-

textualized Spatial-Temporal Network (CSTN), which can ef-

fectively capture various context of taxi demand into a uni-

fied framework. Specifically, the proposed network consists

of three components for the modeling of local spatial context

(LSC), temporal evolution context (TEC) and global correla-

tion context (GCC) respectively. Extensive experiments and

evaluations on a large-scale dataset well demonstrate the sig-

nificant superiority of our CSTN over other compared meth-

ods of taxi origin-destination demand prediction.

Index Terms— Mobility Data, Heat Map, Taxi Demand,

Spatial-Temporal Modeling

1. INTRODUCTION

Taxi as one of the most common travel modes for urban resi-

dents, has greatly penetrated into people’s daily life. With the

increasing popularity of online taxi services platforms such

as Uber and Didi Chuxing, we are able to collect the mobility

data of taxi requests continuously. How to utilize such large-

scale data to improve the demand prediction is an interesting

and critical real-world problem.

As a crucial task in intelligent transportation system (IT-

S), taxi demand prediction [1–3] has attracted a wide range
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the region partition on a city. We

partition a city into a grid map based on the longitude and

latitude. Here is the example of the Manhattan in New York

City. (b) Visualization of the heat maps of taxi demand by

mapping the passengers’ pick-up locations back to the geo-

coordinates on Google map. The sub-figure with title “R(i,j)”

is the taxi demand from all regions to the region R(i,j).

of research interest. The recent deep learning based method-

s [4, 5] divide a city into a grid map based on geographical

coordinate and transform the taxi request data into heat maps

to forecast the future demand. However, these methods on-

ly model the taxi demand at the departure place and estimate

the requests for taxis in all regions or some specific region-

s, ignoring the influence of each passenger’s destination. We

believe the information of passengers’ destinations is critical

for the taxi allocation. Some taxi preallocation systems de-

ploy the taxis in advance based solely on the predicted taxi

origin demand, which may suffer from the following issues:

• Limited by the city management rules (such as the driv-

ing restriction policy in Beijing), some drivers are only

allowed to drive in some specified regions. If a taxi

driver is assigned to a region, where most passengers

are to go to a restricted area of the driver, he/she cannot

take orders, which may result in a waste of resources.

• Some drivers prefer to carry passengers in their familiar

regions. Meanwhile, other drivers are unwilling to take

the short trip orders for mild profit. If the destinations

of most passengers in the driver’s preallocated region

are out of his/her operating regions or too close to the

pickup locations, the driver may reject those requests.
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In this paper, we propose a more challenging task, tax-

i OD demand prediction, which aims at predicting the future

taxi demand between any two regions. If this fine-grained

taxi demand is well predicted, we can efficiently preallocate

the taxis to meet the passengers’ requests. The main chal-

lenges of this task lie in how to effectively capture the diverse

spatial-temporal contextual information to learn the demand

patterns. For example, some regions that are spatially adja-

cent usually have the similar demand patterns (e.g, the num-

ber of taxi requests and the demand trends), which is called

the local spatial context (LSC) in our work. Moreover, even

though two regions are spatially distant, their demand patterns

may still have some relevance, if they share similar function-

ality (e.g., both of them are residential districts). We call this

relationship between two far-apart regions as global correla-

tion context (GCC). Finally, taxi demand is a time-varying

process and its evolution is related to various factors, such as

its current states and the ever-changing meteorology, which is

formulated as temporal evolution context (TEC).

In this paper, we address this problem with a novel Con-

textualized Spatial-Temporal Network (CSTN), which well

integrates the local spatial context, temporal evolution con-

text and the global correlation context into a unified frame-

work. Specifically, our proposed network consists of three

modules respectively for the three types of context modeling.

First, a LSC module utilizes two convolution neural network-

s to learn the local spatial dependencies of taxi demand re-

spectively from the origin view and the destination view. The

output of these two networks are combined to generate the lo-

cal spatial feature, which involves the hybrid information of

taxi demand patterns from different views. Second, a TEC

module incorporates the local spatial features of taxi demand

and the meteorological information to a ConvLSTM [6] for

the analysis of taxi demand evolution. Third, to capture the

correlation between the far-apart regions, a GCC module is

proposed to compute the similarity between any two regions

and to generate the global correlation feature of each region,

by performing a weighted summation on the features of all

regions. In this way, the representation of each region in-

volves the information of all regions and is highly correlated

with the regions with high similarity values. Finally, the local

spatial-temporal feature generated by TEC module as well as

the global correlation feature generated by GCC module are

integrated to predict the future taxi OD demand. The main

contributions of this work are two-fold:

• We extend the existing taxi demand prediction to the

taxi OD demand prediction, which is more meaningful

for ITS. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first

to touch this interregional taxi demand prediction.

• We propose a novel Contextualized Spatial-Temporal

Network, which can effectively capture the local spatial

context, temporal evolution context and global correla-

tion context into a unified framework.

2. RELATED WORK

Taxi Demand Prediction: Recently, deep neural network

has been widely used in ITS [7–10] and some deep learn-

ing based methods have also been proposed for taxi demand

prediction. For instance, Wang et al. [11] designed a neural

network framework using context data from multiple sources

to predict the gap between taxi supply and demand. Yao et

al. [4] proposed a Deep Multi-View Spatial-Temporal Net-

work framework to model both spatial and temporal relations

of taxi demand. Zhou et al. [12] built an attention-based neu-

ral network to predict the passenger pickup/dropoff demand

on each region, but they were still not applicable to taxi de-

mand prediction among OD pairs. However, all the above

methods only forecast the taxi request number in each region

or at some specific locations. In contrast, our method attempts

to predict interregional taxi demand, which can help taxi pre-

allocation systems to allocate the taxis more efficiently.

Origin Destination Estimation: This task aims at estimating

the flow between the endpoints (e.g., highway toll booths and

bus stations) of the traffic network. Related works can be di-

vided into static estimation [13] and dynamic estimation [14].

The former considers the traffic flow as time-independent and

estimate the average demand, which is suitable for long-time

transportation planning and design purpose. The latter esti-

mates the time-variant flow between each origin and desti-

nation, which can be used for short time route guidance and

dynamic traffic assignment. However, these methods are de-

signed to estimate the traffic flow between some specific po-

sitions and are not effective for citywide taxi preallocation, as

taxi passengers can be located in any area.

3. PRELIMINARIES

Region Partition: In this work, we focus on the taxi demand

prediction between regions, rather than the specific position-

s. Following the previous works [4, 10], we partition a city

into H×W non-overlapping grid map based on the longitude

and latitude. Each rectangular grid represents a different ge-

ographical region in the city. The region on the ith row and

jth column of the grid map is denoted as R(i, j). Figure 1(a)

illustrates the partitioned regions of the New York City.

Taxi Origin-Destination Demand: We denote the taxi

origin-destination demand in time interval t as a 3D OD ma-

trix Xt ∈ RN×H×W , where N is the total number of the re-

gions and it is equal to H·W . Specially, Xt(d, i1, j1) is the

number of taxi requests from origin region R(i1, j1) to region

R(i2, j2), where the index d is equal to W ·i2 + j2. In par-

ticular, the dth channel of Xt, denoted as Xt(d) ∈ RH×W ,

is the taxi demand from all regions to region R(i2, j2) with

index d. Furthermore, the taxi origin demand, denoted as

Ot ∈ RH×W , can be easily calculated by
∑N−1

d=0 Xt(d) and

most previous works only predict the demand Ot.

Taxi Origin-Destination Demand Prediction: In this
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the Contextualized Spatial-Temporal Network. Xi is the OD matrix in time interval i, while XT
i is

the DO matrix called in our work. Mi is the meteorological data. Clt and Cs are the channel numbers of feature F lt and Fs

respectively. N is the total number of regions. “
⊕

” denotes feature concatenation and “
⊗

” refers to the dot product operation.

work, we aim to predict the future taxi OD demand with his-

torical data. Inspired by the previous work [4], we consider

the impact of meteorological factors in the modeling process,

as it is one of the core factors affecting taxi demand. We de-

note the meteorological data in time interval i as Mi. The pre-

processing of taxi demand data and meteorological data are

described in Section 5.1. Overall, our final goal is to predict

Xt+1 given the historical data {Xi,Mi|i = t− n+ 1, ..., t},
where n is the sequence length of time intervals.

4. METHOD

In this section, we present a novel Contextualized Spatial-

Temporal Network (CSTN) for taxi OD demand prediction.

As shown in Figure 2, our network consists of three compo-

nents for three types of context modeling respectively. First,

the LSC module which utilizes two CNN to learn the local

spatial context of taxi demand from both the origin view and

the destination view. Second, the TEC module incorporates

both the local spatial features of taxi demand and the meteo-

rological information to a ConvLSTM for the analysis of tax-

i demand evolution. Third, the GCC module generates the

global correlation feature of each region by summing the fea-

tures of all regions with the calculated similarity weights.

4.1. Local Spatial Context Modeling

Generally, the taxi demand is usually related to local spatial

location, and the spatially adjacent regions may have similar

demand patterns. For instance, people tend to depart from

residence regions in city suburb and head to employment re-

gions in city center in the morning rush hours. This local

spatial context is for taxi demand pattern modeling.

In this work, our LSC module captures the local spatial

context of taxi demand from both the origin view and destina-

tion view. As each channel of Xi is the taxi demand from all

origin regions to the corresponding region, we define the con-

volution operations on Xi as origin view modeling. To model

the local spatial context from destination view, we generate a

DO matrix XT
i from Xi with the transformation process de-

scribed in Figure 3. Each channel of XT
i is the taxi demand

from the corresponding region to all destination regions.

Specifically, our LSC module consists of two CNNs, each

of which contains K convolutional layers with 16 filters of k-

ernel size 3×3. In time interval t, the first CNN, called origin

view CNN, takes Xi as input and its output feature F o
i only

contains the local spatial context of origin view. Meanwhile,

the second CNN, called destination view CNN, takes XT
i as

input and its output feature F d
i only contains the local spa-

tial context of destination view. Then, we concatenate these

two features and fuse them using a convolutional layer with

32 filters to generate the final local spatial feature F l
i , which

simultaneously contains the local spatial context of taxi de-

mand from both the origin view and the destination view.

4.2. Temporal Evolution Context Modeling

Taxi demand is time-varying and it is affected by diverse com-

plicated factors. For instance, a sustained snowfall may weak-

en the travel willingness of residents and cause a decrease in

taxi demand. Therefore we incorporate the historical demand

and the ever-changing meteorology to grasp the evolving ten-

dency of taxi demand along the temporal dimension.

In this paper, we model the temporal evolution context of

taxi demand with ConvLSTM [6]. We first encode the mete-

orological data Mi with a Multiple Layer Perceptron, which

is implemented by three fully-connected layers with 64, 16

and 8 neurons respectively. The output of the MLP is copied

H·W times to construct a 3D feature Fm
i ∈ R8×H×W . We

generate a feature F lm
i by feeding the concatenate of F l

i and

Fm
i into a convolutional layer with 32 filters. F lm

i is the local

spatial feature that integrates the meteorological information.

Then we feed the features F lm
t−n+1, F

lm
t−n+2, ..., F

lm
t into

the ConvLSTM sequentially. At iteration i, the ConvLSTM

takes F lm
t−n+i as input and accumulates the previous sequen-

tial information to the memory cell. After n iteration, the

hidden state of ConvLSTM is denoted as hn. Finally, we feed

hn into a convolutional layer with Clt filters to generate a lo-

cal spatial-temporal feature F lt, which encodes the temporal

evolution context of the taxi demand.
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4.3. Global Correlation Context Modeling

The taxi demand spatial distribution is also related to the at-

tribute of the regions, e.g., most of the residential regions in

different areas may have high taxi demands in the morning.

Therefore, even if the two regions are far apart in distance,

they may still have similar taxi demand patterns as long as

the attributes of the two are consistent. We call this relation-

ship between far-apart regions as global correlation context.

Inspired by work [15], we capture this context with a global

feature fusion. Specifically, we generate the global correla-

tion feature of each region as a weighted sum of all regional

features, with the weights being calculated as the similarity

between the corresponding region pairs. Thus, each region

contains the information of all regions and it is mainly rele-

vant to the regions of high similarities with it.
Firstly, we feed F lt into a convolutional layer with Cs

filters to generate an embedded feature Fs and then reshape it
into a 2D matrix, which is expressed as:

Fs = Conv(F lt, ws), Fs : RCs×H×W → RCs×N , (1)

where ws is the convolutional parameters. Each column of
Fs stands for the feature of a region. We calculate a similarity
matrix S ∈ RN×N with a dot-product operation between Fs

and its transposed matrix FT
s ∈ RN×Cs , and perform a Soft-

max operation on each column of S, which is expressed as:

S = Softmax(FT
s ⊗ Fs), (2)

where ⊗ denotes the dot-product. Si,j is the normalized sim-

ilarity weight between the regions with index i and j.
After obtaining the similarity matrix S, we compute the

global correlation feature of each region by summing the fea-
tures of all region with the similarity weights. We implement
this process with another dot-product operation. We reshape
F lt to dimension Clt ×N and then dot-product F lt and S to
compute the global feature F g , which is expressed as:

F lt : RClt×H×W → RClt×N , F g = F lt ⊗ S, (3)

F g is further reshaped back to dimension Clt ×H × W . The

feature F g encodes the global correlation context, but lacks of

structural locality. Therefore, we concatenate F lt and F g to

generate a new feature F ltg , which incorporates the hybrid

information of the local spatial context, temporal evolution

context and global correlation context.

Finally, we predict the OD demand X̂t+1 ∈ RN×H×W by
feeding F ltg into a regression, which is formulated as:

X̂t+1 = tanh(T (F ltg)), (4)

where T is the linear regression implemented by a convo-

lutional layer with N filters and the hyperbolic tangent tan
ensures the output values are between -1 and 11.

4.4. Implementation Details

We implement our proposed network with Tensorflow. In

LSC module, the layer number K is set to 3. In TEC mod-

1When training, we use Min-Max linear normalization method to scale

the OD demand matrices into the range [−1, 1]. We rescale the predicted

result back to the normal values when evaluating.

TD OD

DO

O

: × × × × : × ×
O

O D

Fig. 3. The generation process of DO matrix from OD matrix.

N is equal to H·W and T is a matrix transposition operation.

ule, all convolutional layers in LSTM have 32 filters and the

channel number Clt is set to 75. In GCC module, the channel

number Cs is set to 64. The sequence length n is set to 5. The

parameters of all convolutional layers and the fully-connected

layers in the model are initialized by Xavier. The minibatch

size is 64. The learning rate is initially set to 10−4 and mul-

tiplied by 0.1 every 200 epochs. We optimize our network

with Adam optimization [16] by minimizing the Euclidean

loss between the ground truth and the predicted result.

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Dataset

We create a large-scale benchmark, denoted NYC-TOD, for

the taxi OD demand prediction task. It contains the taxi OD

demand data and the meteorological data of the New York

City (NYC) in 2014. We choose the data of the last sixty days

as the testing set, and all data before that as the training set.

Taxi Origin-Destination Demand Data: We choose the

Manhattan borough in New York City as the study area and

divide it into a 15 × 5 grid map based on the longitude and

latitude. The detailed partitioned regions are shown in Fig-

ure 1(a). We use the NYC yellow taxi trip records collected

by NYCTLC2 in 2014 to construct the NYC-TOD dataset.

Each raw trip record contains the timestamp and the geo-

coordinates of origin/destination locations. After excluding

the trips where the departure or destination is not in the Man-

hattan, we get 132 million taxi trip records. Finally, we can

generate the taxi OD demand matrix in each time interval by

calculating the number of taxi trips between all regions ac-

cording to the timestamps and geo-coordinates of taxi trip

records. The time interval is set to half an hour in this dataset.

Meteorological Data: We collect the meteorological data

of NYC from Wunderground3, which provides the tempera-

ture, windchill, humidity, visibility, wind speed, precipitation

and 23 types of weather conditions (e.g. Sunny and Snowy).

We encode the weather condition into a One-Hot vector and

scale other six numeric indicators into the range [0,1] with

Min-Max linear normalization. Finally, the meteorological

data in time interval t is denoted as a vector Mt ∈ R29.

2www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/about/trip_record_
data.shtml

3https://www.wunderground.com/
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Table 1. Performance Comparison on the NYC-TOD.

Method OD-MAPE OD-RMSE O-MAPE O-RMSE

HA-All 37.71% 1.93 45.04% 52.44

HA-Rec 35.46% 1.89 47.59% 54.33

Lasso 33.85% 1.65 34.89% 33.00

OLSR 33.86% 1.65 33.09% 32.68

XGBoost 32.04% 1.54 37.78% 31.23

MLP 30.70% 1.49 25.24% 25.60

ST-ResNet 28.53% 1.38 24.16% 22.43

ConvLSTM 27.99% 1.36 19.89% 21.02

CSTN 27.37% 1.32 18.48% 19.85

5.2. Evaluation Metric

Following the previous work [10], we adopt the Mean Aver-
age Percentage Error (MAPE) and Rooted Mean Square Error
(RMSE) as the evaluation metrics, which are defined as:

MAPE =
1

z

z∑
t=1

‖X̂t −Xt‖
Xt

, RMSE =

√√√√ 1

z

z∑
t=1

‖X̂t −Xt‖2, (5)

where z is the total number of testing samples, X̂t and Xt are

the predicted demand and the ground truth in time interval t.

In this work, we not only evaluate the task of taxi OD

demand prediction, but also evaluate the taxi origin demand

prediction. The predicted origin demand can be calculated by∑N−1
d=0 X̂t(d). For convenience, the MAPE and RMSE of the

former task are denoted as OD-MAPE and OD-RMSE, while

these metrics of the latter task are denoted as O-MAPE and O-

RMSE. While performing the evaluation, we follow the pre-

vious work [4] to filter the OD pairs or the origin regions with

ground truth less than 5 in each time interval, since such low

taxi demand is always ignorable in real-world applications.

5.3. Performance Comparison

We compare the performance of our proposed method with

the following basic and advanced methods:

• Historical Average (HA) predicts the future demand by

averaging the historical demands, e.g, (1) the average of

the historical demands in the same time intervals of ev-

ery day, denoted as HA-All; (2) the average of the taxi

demands of current n time intervals, denoted as HA-Rec.

• Linear Regression predicts the future demand with dif-

ferent versions of linear regression methods, e.g., Ordi-

nary Least Squares Regression (OLSR [17]) and Lasso
Regression [18] with �1-norm regularization.

• XGBoost [19] is an effective boosting-tree based method.

XGBoost takes the concatenation of the demand matrices

of previous n time intervals to predict the taxi demand.

• Multiple Layer Perceptron (MLP): A neural network

consists of four fully connected layers with 128, 128, 64

and 75 neurons respectively. The MLP forecasts the ev-

ery channel of Xt by taking the corresponding channels

of demand matrices of previous n time intervals as input.

Table 2. Performance Comparison of Various Contexts.

Method LSC LSC+TEC LSC+TEC+GCC

OD-MAPE 28.54% 27.80% 27.27%

O-MAPE 20.80% 19.41% 18.48%

• ST-ResNet [10] is a deep learning method for traffic flow

forecast and we apply it to predict the taxi demand.

• ConvLSTM [6] is our LSC module + TEC module.

Specifically, the LSC module in this network only con-

tains the origin view CNN and it takes Xi as input.

The performance of all methods are summarized in Ta-

ble 1 and our method outperforms other methods by a signif-

icant margin on both the tasks of (1) taxi OD demand predic-

tion and (2) taxi origin demand prediction. Notice that some

competed methods, e.g., MLP, ST-ResNet and ConvLSTM,

also adopt deep models to predict the taxi demand, but their

performances are unsatisfactory. The main reasons are that

MLP fails to capture the local spatial context and ST-ResNet

does not explicitly learn temporal evolution context, while

ConvLSTM does not model the global correlation context. In

contrast, our method integrates the above various context into

a unified framework to predict the demand.

5.4. Ablation Study

Influence of Various Context: To explore the influence of

various context on taxi demand prediction, we implement the

following variants of our model with different modules:

• LSC Net: contains the LSC module and directly concate-

nates the local spatial features of each time interval to pre-

dict taxi demand with a convolutional layer.

• LSC+TEC Net: composed of the LSC module and TEC

module. The last hidden state of TEC module is used to

predict the taxi demand with a convolutional layer.

• LSC+TEC+GCC Net: As the full version of CSTN, this

network integrates the local spatial context, temporal evo-

lution context as well as the global correlation context for

taxi demand prediction.

As shown in Table 2, the LSC Net achieves an OD-

MAPE of 28.54% and an O-MAPE of 20.80%. When ex-

plicitly modeling the temporal evolution context with LST-

M, the LSC+TEC Net gets an OD-MAPE of 27.80% and

an O-MAPE of 19.41%, achieving an obvious performance

improvement compared to the LSC Net. After integrating

the global correlation context with the GCC module, the

LSC+TEC+GCC Net can further decrease the OD-MAPE to

27.27% and OD-MAPE to 18.48%, with 2.5% relative per-

formance improvement on average. The experimental result

shows that our network can achieve notable performance im-

provement by modeling these context, which also indicates

the effectiveness of these context for taxi demand prediction.
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Table 3. Effectiveness of the Two-View CNN in LSC module.

Method OD-MAPE O-MAPE

Origin View 28.94% 23.03%

Origin View + Destination view 28.54% 20.80%

Table 4. Influence of Local and Global Context.
Method Global Local Local+Global

OD-MAPE 28.56% 27.80% 27.37%

O-MAPE 20.25% 19.41% 18.48%

Effectiveness of the Two-View ConvNets in the LSC
module: To validate the effectiveness of the Two-View Con-

vNets for local spatial context modeling, we train a variant of

LSC Net that only takes the OD matrix Xi as input to learn the

local spatial context from origin view. As shown in Table 3,

simply using origin view ConvNet, the LSC Net obtains very

inferior results. After adding the destination view, the perfor-

mance improves by 0.5% and 2.03% w.r.t metrics OD-MAPE

and O-MAPE respectively, which evidences that the destina-

tion view context is also beneficial for taxi demand and our

LSC module can effectively capture the local spatial context.

Influence of Local and Global Context: In CSTN, we

forecast the taxi demand with both the local feature F lt and

global feature F g . To analyze how these two features con-

tribute to the performance, we train other two variants of CST-

N which only take F lt or F g to predict the taxi demand with

a convolutional layer. As shown in Table 4, the performance

of the local feature F lt is better than that of the global feature

F g , which indicates that the local feature is more efficient for

this task. When combining the local and global feature for

final prediction, our proposed model achieves the best per-

formance, which evidences the complementary of both local

context and global context in taxi demand prediction.

Influence of Meteorology: To explore the influence

of meteorology, we train another LSC+TEC Net and CST-

N without modeling the meteorology. As shown in table 5,

without considering the meteorological condition, the perfor-

mances of both LSC+TEC Net and CSTN degrades to some

extent, which indicates the meteorological information can

help to improve the performance of taxi demand prediction.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce a worth-exploring task, taxi origin-

destination demand prediction, which aims at predicting the

taxi demand between all OD pairs in the future time intervals.

This problem can help taxi preallocation systems to allocate

the taxi more efficiently. We address this problem with a Con-

textualized Spatial-Temporal Network, which integrates local

spatial context, temporal evolution context and global corre-

lation context in one united framework for future taxi demand

prediction. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our pro-

posed method achieves superior performance in comparison

to the existing methods.

Table 5. Comparison of the Taxi Demand Prediction with or

without Meteorology.

Method OD-MAPE O-MAPE

LSC+TEC Net W/O Meteorology 28.08% 20.03%

LSC+TEC Net W/- Meteorology 27.80% 19.41%

CSTN W/O Meteorology 27.69% 19.72%

CSTN W/- Meteorology 27.37% 18.48%
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